
What creative roles do you work with on projects?
What design practices do you work with on 
projects?

 6 Development Methodology (6 DM) *  *

 Discovery  (research, absolute features competitor sites, what's effective/goals, brand analysis)1. 
 Design  (plan production/scope, sitemap/wireframes, creative briefs, identity/guidelines, look-and-feel synergy, expectations, asset
review)

2. 

 Develop  (core build, CMS, GA, social media, content/visuals, data records, merchant account, shipment and accounting
connectors)

3. 

Deploy (dev site, stage level/test site)4.
Optimize (synergy of online/offline, reporting, analysis)5.
Engage6.

Review for design best practices

Consistent design1.
Simple navigation2.
Responsive design3.
Use relevant and engaging visual elements4.
Easy to read5.
SMO buttons6.
Engaging calls to action7.

Website Development Steps/my process  *

Research1.
Plan production, site map2.
Designing, production3.
Developing the websites4.
Strategy SEO, SEM, SMO (off/online),5.

Example: comprehensive brand analysis and re-branding *

Compile data for analysis (animated data site); Southern California Edison, Workshops
Bring team together to build strategy to optimize creative assets and digital elements
Goals; User-engagement with the user-interface

Example: manage the brand's relationship with online partners; e-retailers, promo sites, paid advertising sites

Smashbox; Sephora, Nordstrom, Ulta, Beauty, QVC, Bloomingdales, Amazon, Debenhams, Facebook, Blog Editors,
Vloggers
Coca-Cola; Google, Hearst, Pandora

Deliver produced site redesigns with branded and promotional content
Increase conversions, revenue, online orders, membership subscriptions (decreasing shopping cart abandonment rate and
operating costs.

Document web site action plans
External and internal link building, ranking factors, keyword search, traffic from SMO, SEO, and SEM

Google Analytics Webmaster Tools, Moz Insight Tools

Identify, communicate, and capitalize online and off-page opportunities

Connect brand to PR and news sites, beauty editors, copywriters, blogger, vloggers

Identify, communicate, and capitalize with on and off-page opportunities

Execute schedules and quality control for digital projects from concepts to completion

Development of cross-functional teams on contracted deliverables during heavy production
Coca-Cola’s Fuze Iced Teas, Dasani Drops, Gold Peak Coffee and Tea, Physician’s Formula, and Procter & Gamble’s Wella

Standard and rich-media/expandable banners, and micro-sites on
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Pandora, Spotify, Thinknear, Thrillist, Vevo, My Coke Rewards, Food Network, Real Simple, Subway, People, Yahoo!,
Google, Jumbotron

Discuss a challenging situation on a project and how you resolved it?

Rebrand and Ecommerce Implementation (Shopify) * 
A chef donating his time to cook for people needing meals, also ran a small catering company and sold prepped meals at gyms and health
stores.  Through research, I created a brand for the chef, new packaging for the prepped meals and also planned for a produced
eCommerce site on Shopify that he and his staff can maintain. On this site, his goodwill for providing meals is showcased as "giving back".
The chef now has a brand for his catering company,  branded prepped meals sold in stores and also now online. I provide the advantages
of using the Shopify site and planned the production and development.

Online Analysis with Optimization Recommendations for the Mogl  *

Evaluation of current app speeds, page load
Eliminate render-blocking JavaScript and CSS in above-the-fold content
Increase Compression
Resize the viewports on mobile as the user was having to scroll horizontally
Add instruction on the opening page and navigation
Correct icon color that was hard to read for many users
Provide good UI UX examples

Subway  (Category display, Large square buttons, Easy account login, Fast, Easy Nav)
Google Play Music  (Easy to follow/scroll main and sub categories)
Trip Advisor  (Get Started Screens, Top Nav)
Ibotta  (Cash back from coupons; Easy to create an account with Facebook)
Thrillist  (Selecting city, Food listings/display)
Wish  (Category selection)
Social Radar  (Build a profile, sliding menu)
Tab  (Figures the bill for several bill payers)
Living Social  (Displays menu, price and discount details)
Sephora  (Optimized UI/UX @ 2-3 months; messaging, shopping)

What is your experience with user testing, user research?

User Research

Site functionality, navigation, email marketing, platforms, and interactive design

Test Types

Functionality
database connection, links, forms

Usability
Functionality testing with overall user experience (uTest, NC Lottery; Userlytics)
All functions with nav and content, test participants, experts, analyze results

Interface
Interaction between App Server and Web Server

Compatibility
Responsive with devices, screens, app display, Windows, Mac, Linux, Browsers

Performance/Stress/Crash Recovery
Normal and peak loads, speed times, breakpoints

Security
Identify areas needing security, potential threats and risks
Zephyr (Jira, advanced analytics), Testlink, Sauce

User Testing Actions  *    *

Q/A, A/B, Behavioral Targeting Testing

Product testing on Amazon Web Services
Instances, CSS, plugins, widgets, templates, forms, cross-linking, and API’s

Google Analytics, Insights, Bing Webmaster Tools, Moz Tools, W3C Markup Validator, HTML Tidy
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To optimize web tactics; Audience patterns, PPC, and SERPs
Document website action plans

External and internal link building, ranking factors, keyword search, traffic from SMO, SEO, and SEM

Elements tested

HTML eMail signatures
eNewsletter and text messaging campaigns
Informational, promotional and eCommerce sites

Testing Goals

Measure and test different ad variations
Region, demographic, A/B testing, heat maps

Raise brand recognition (by optimizing)  
Project conversion goals
Target audience profiles
Applying performance and quantitative testing results
Ad placement, the message and creative elements, functional landing pages

How familiar are you with Agile basics?

Data-driven quality strategy (analytics); to improve PRR (processes, realize, recognize)
Short feedback and adaptive (to changes of environment)
Iteration RDMAIC methods

Repetitive procedures as result of previous action
Moving forward successfully, and iterative incremental development
Define
Measure
Analyze
Improve
Control

Life cycle phases: concept, inception, construction, release, production, retirement phases CICRPR

Where have you worked in an Agile environment? *

Brands adopt an agile strategy when bringing display advertising in-house
Collaboration among developers, managers, and designers, vendors

Creative Management Platforms; Adobe Experience
Flexibility of allocating resources, time, and cost, but meeting timelines
Integrating same goals
Responding to changes vs following a strict plan
Experimenting; variations of video ads, apply customer insights, data, audiences

When have you worked in an Agile environment?

Optimization of the Creative Strategy for an Online Advertising Banner Campaign  *

Receiving results from banner tests and using the results to optimize banners and landing pages in order to increase
conversion
Identify conversion goals

Customer leads, sales and costs
Key performance indicators

Ad placement, effectiveness of, messaging, creative elements and functional landing pages
Apply demographic, psycho-graphic and behavioral profiles
Quantitative results
Event tracking actions

A/B
Multivariate
Behavioral Targeting
Landing Page Optimization

Further develop a compelling message and increase the bottom line

Identify and communicate the capitalizing of online and off-page opportunities
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Interpreted the reporting (watching and learning visiting users)1. 
Identified most effective optimizations2.
At week two, implemented optimizations3.
Revealed an increase in conversions and revenue4.
Leveraged insights to further design and delivery of the campaign and conversion5.
Making informed design and development decisions by knowing technical capabilities and limitations6.
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